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The Asylum is a stunning exposé by a seasoned Wall Street journalist that once and for all
reveals the truth behind America’s oil addiction in all its unscripted and dysfunctional glory.In the
tradition of Too Big to Fail and Liar’s Poker, author Leah McGrath Goodman tells the amazing-
but-true story of a band of struggling, hardscrabble traders who, after enduring decades of scorn
from New York’s stuffy financial establishment, overcame more than a century of failure,
infighting, and brinksmanship to build the world’s reigning oil empire—entirely by accident.

“A riveting tale of greed gone mad. Goodman nails the culture... A great ride for market fans…”
— BusinessWeek“Finance journalist Goodman traces Nymex’s transformation into a colossus
with a stranglehold on the sale of the world’s energy. Goodman explores the lurid culture of
Nymex traders, scruffy hustlers who shriek, swear and bring guns, drugs, and hookers right into
the trading pit…One of the year’s most colorful business histories.” — Publishers Weekly“A
seriously informative and amusing look into the oil trading pits.” — Huffington Post“Goodman
wrote about Nymex for the Wall Street Journal before expanding her knowledge into a
book...The inside look at a mostly closed institution is enlightening. Goodman’s details about the
infighting within Nymex membership are astounding, mainly because the members don’t seem
to realize they are destroying their path to wealth.” — Kirkus Reviews“Goodman reveals a rough-
and-tumble group with little formal education, who dress down, answer to no one, and are
tougher than marines. Activities at the exchange are rife with cheating and overindulgence in
drugs, prostitutes, and illegal gambling…Biting and infuriating, with even a ‘Deep Throat’ in the
scoop.” — Booklist“In the complex world of the energy markets where pit trading is a blue-collar
profession, Goodman captures the grit and spirit of the floor and the personalities in the board
room... Her depiction of the players and the place to ring true.” — Reuters“Goodman’s book
ultimately concludes that the price of oil is determined less by OPEC, and more by a few
hundred speculators in Manhattan who are exempted from regulation by means of several
loopholes.” — Tom Kloza, OPIS“A rollicking, fast-paced, decades-long tale of a marketplace that
sprang out of a potato futures market...When the instability of supply and relentless demand
drives up price levels and volatility, these traders do very well indeed. And when that happens,
the partying really kicks into high gear.” — National Resources Defense Council“Welcome to a
bet-on-anything, testosterone-drenched world…written with tremendous verve and insight.” —
AR (Absolute Return + Alpha)From the Back CoverFor the first time, hear the story of the rise
and ruin of the global oil market— in the words of the oil traders who built it.Meet the self-
anointed kings of the New York Mercantile Exchange, the place where global oil prices are set to
this day. In some ways, they are everything you would expect them to be: a secretive, members-
only club of men and women who live lavish lifestyles; cavort with politicians, strippers, and



celebrities; and blissfully jack up oil prices while profiting off the misery of the working class.In
other ways, they are nothing you can imagine: many come from working-class families
themselves, the progeny of Jewish, Irish, and Italian immigrants who escaped war-torn Europe
to claw their way to the top.Led by the reluctant son of a produce merchant, the rough-and-
tumble traders of Nymex usurped the power of Big Oil in the 1980s to create an even bigger and
more dangerous colossus—an all-too-human experiment in how raw ambition and the endless
quest for wealth can change the very nature of both man and market.Part oral history and part
exposé, The Asylum ventures deep into the belly of the beast, revealing how the unchecked and
incestuous relationships between Washington and Wall Street paved the way for an era of $100
oil. From the grand alliances to the outrageous fortunes that have repeatedly brought the
economy to the brink, this is one real-life story both Washington and Wall Street don't want you
to read.About the AuthorAn award-winning investigative journalist, Leah McGrath Goodman has
written for Forbes, Fortune, Financial Times, the Guardian, the Wall Street Journal, and Barron's
in New York and London. A member of The London Speaker Bureau and writer-at-large for
Institutional Investor, she splits her time between New York, the U.K., and her home in
Brattleboro, Vermont, where she is a contributor for The Commons.Read more
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Robert Marley, “Well-researched and highly entertaining read. The book is great. I just wish
people would get out of the mind-set that we need to rely so heavily on fossil fuels. That's the
only reason that shenanigans like this are able to occur. What do you think is going to happen
when you idolize something so much? Make the priests rich, that's what! Why don't people
understand that cars don't have to run on gas? Cars rely on an internal combustion engine. All
that basically is is a little controlled fire going on under your hood. Why does it have to burn
gas?! Lots of other things burn. Have you ever seen a forest fire? Why don't we take something
that we have a lot of and burn that instead? Like take grass for instance. The planet is literally
covered in grasses of all different sorts. AND THEY ALL BURN! If we took all the time and
money that we spend on creating/overthrowing dictatorships and governments that sit on top of
fossil fuels or drilling thousands of feet into the ocean to extract oil and put it into figuring out how
to make an internal combustion engine that runs on grass, we would have one by now. There
are lots of other things that burn too. Wood burns, but it would take more time to figure out how
to put it into a gas tank. And the hoses and such would probably have to be a lot bigger. Paper
burns, but we need paper for other things and it would take a lot of chemicals to process enough
to run everyone's cars on. No, I think grass is clearly the answer. Anyway, you should read this
book!”

Mandarin, “Fair and Balanced. A great read. The book manages to give a history of NYMEX, a
layman's explanation of futures trading, and a clear look at some of the actual oil traders and
their scandalous practices. I'm not surprised that there are negative pot shots being taken at
Goodman, obviously from some of the shaky players in and around NYMEX who don't like the
sun shining on them. This is a fascinating account which gives facts and detail regarding the "oil
speculators" so frequently complained of in the general press which never explains who they are
or what they do. Goodman makes it clear that the price platform is created at NYMEX, even
though the traders never intend to take actual delivery of the product, and that 85% the final
purchases for real delivery occur late in the game at the very secretive over the counter market.
This fact does not negate the truly powerful influence that the exchange has on prices we pay at
the pump. She also notes that attempts at regulation have been useless due to government
timidity, or more frequently, by exempting the worst practices from any regulation at all. Her
solution, don't let these transactions go forward at 10% down, raise the margin so traders have
to put more skin in the game. She gives more and better information on the subject than you will
ever find in the regular press.”

C, “VG Condition. I almost paid $30 for this book I wanted to read, not collect, as I was one of the
renegades. I bought it used for $6 and it arrived in very good condition. Always treat the dollars
you sweated for with care.”



MohamedHussein, “Eye Opener. After finally sitting down to read the whole book, all I can say is
that Leah Mcgrath Goodman has done a wonderful job in collecting, verifying, and documenting
what might be one of the most eye opening realities we face today. I shook my head in disbelief
for a good portion of the book. How is it possible that such a small group of people have that
much power. Between the drug use, pornography, and boys club mentality, all I can say is wow.
While we plebeians simply try to complete and honest days work, there are those with such
power and wealth that have so much control of the energy we use to get to and from work, play,
life. One part that got me was when one of the traders complained that he only made $10k that
day!They only work fro 0930-2PM for crying out loud! Anyhow, this book is a must read if you
really want to know how oil prices are controlled in today's world. Good job Leah.”

Gunnar, “Great book. About once a decade I pick up a book that I just can't put down. Liars
Poker was one of those books, Market Wizards was one of those Books, and The Asylum is also
one of those books. A very engaging read. The author talks to the reader about a very complex
subject, futures trading, and makes it comprehendable to the average joe on the street. I worked
at NYMEX myself and can say that Ms. McGrath has done her homework with the observational
reporting skills of a seasoned journalist. She penetrates a world very few have privy to and
exposes both the good and bad of the futures pits. I find her writing entertaining and
informational at the same time and can't wait to see what she writes next. If you have any
interest in Wall Street or trading this is a must read, if you are just looking for a well written book
about a facinating aspect of our financial markets I would also highly reccomend this book.”

Joshua Ward, “A good read for those interested in the oil futures markets. A good insight into the
formation and history of Nymex, barely scratches the surface in regards to the physical market
however a good view on formation of paper futures markets specifically from the Nymex
perspective. An enjoyable read for anyone interested in this area and the oil markets in general.
Note that it is about an American exchange, written by an American so please don't be surprised
that is 'Americanised'.”

Nick, “A Great Informative Read. You will be shocked, or maybe not, how do i know what you've
read before but it certainly shed some light on the oil market.”

a h l cipriani, “Five Stars. good”

M. Taileb, “Brilliant book. I don't see who can NOT love this book, it is told in such an entertaining
and humorous way by the other, and deals with such an important topic (global energy)... shows
also how the 'system' puts vital issues in the hands of sometimes not-that-sane individuals
(hence the title).A must-read!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 64 people have provided feedback.
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